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Abstract UcI local centerlinevelocityfor the adverse pressure
gradientdiffuser case
The effects of grid resolution and specification of Ufs freestreamvelocity for the fiat plate case
turbulentinflowboundaryconditionswereexaminedusing U1 velocity of high speed stream for the mixing
the NPARC code with the Baldwin-Lomax and Chien layer case
k-_ turbulence models. Three benchmark turbulent test U2 velocityof lowspeedstream for themixing layer
cases were calculated: two were wall bounded flows and case
the third was a compressible mixing layer. The wall u* shearvelocity
bounded flows were essentially insensitive to axial grid x,y Cartesiancoordinates
density; however, thelocation of thefirst pointoffthe wall y+ distance from wall normalized by shear length
had asubstantial effectonflowsolutions.It wasdetermined scale
that the first point off the wall must be in the laminar 8 boundarylayer thickness
sublayer (y+ < 5) for the entire boundary layer. For the 8* displacement thickness
compressible mixing layer case, the axial grid density e rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
affected the capturing of oblique shock waves in the _t dynamicviscosity
mixingregion, butthe overallmixingratewas notstrongly lat turbulentviscosity
dependent on grid resolution. In specifying the inflow v kinematic viscosity
turbulent boundary conditions, it was very important to 0 momentum thickness
match the boundary layer and momentum thicknesses of
the two flows entering the mixing region; calculations Introduction
obtained with smaller or no boundary layers resulted in
substantiaUyreducedmixing.Thesolutionswererelatively The National PARC (NPARC) Alliance was
insensitive to freestream turbulence level, established as a partnership between NASA Lewis
Research Center and USAF Arnold Engineering
Nomenclature DevelopmentCentertoprovidetheUnitedStatesaerospace
community with a reliable Navier-Stokes solver for
b mixing layer thickness propulsion flow simulations.1 As part of the NPARC
Cf skin friction coefficient Alliance's efforts, the two equation turbulence model in
k turbulent kinetic energy the code was modified to incorporate the low Reynolds
• lref reference length for NPARC calculations number k-_modelof Chien.2 The implementationof this
Ps static pressure model in NPARC enabledmore accurate calculations of
PT total pressure complex propulsion flows than was possible with the
Rex Reynolds number based on axial position previous k-emodelor with any of the available algebraic
Re0 Reynoldsnumber basedonmomentumthickness models.3
Ts static temperature Althoughthe implementationof theChienk-s model
TT total temperature inNPARC hasbeencompleted and hasbeen availablefor
U velocity use, guidelines for sufficient grid resolution, especially
This paper is declared a work of the U.S.Government and is not
subject to copyright protection in the United States.
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nearsolid walls, have not been documented.In addition, plate, (2) total number of axial grid points required to
theeffectsofspecifyingdifferentturbulentinflowboundary adequatelyresolve theboundary layer, and (3) thevertical
conditions have not been thoroughly examined. Since gridpackingrequiredneartheno-slipboundary.Thisflow
determining appropriate values for k and Eat an inflow is case was establishedwith NPARCby specifying the total
often difficult, extrapolation of these quantities has been pressure at the inflow and static pressure at the outflow
the default inflow boundary condition in NPARC for use correspondingtoMach0.2 flowat atmosphericconditions.
with theChienmodel. Reference 3, however,showedthat A fixedinflowprofile was notused for these calculations.
flow calculations involving mixing layers aredependent Instead, the flow reached the leading edge of the plate at
on inflow boundary conditions, gridpoint 15in the horizontal direction (x = 0.0 m) where
In this study, the effects of grid resolution and theboundary layerbeganand then continueddownstream
specification of turbulent boundary conditions were overtheno-slipsurfaceforadistanceof5.0m.Aschematic
examined for three benchmark test cases in order to of the flat plate test case is shown in Fig. 1. Reference 3
establish guidelines for calculation of more complex showed that extrapolation of the turbulent quantities k
propulsion flows withNPARC. Two wall boundedflows and ewas an appropriate boundary condition for wall-
were examined: an incompressible fiat plate boundary boundary layer calculations and as a result, was used for
layerandasubsonic diffuserflowwithan adversepressure the calculationsobtained here.
gradient. The third test case, a compressible turbulent The In'stset of calculations investigatedthe effectof
shear layer, was investigated to determinethe effects of axial grid spacing near the leading edge. Two different
both grid resolution and inflow boundary conditions on grids were used, both having 111 points in the axial
the calculation of mixing of two streams. The Chienk-a direction(96 points from the leading edge to the outflow)
model was used tocalculate all threeflows. The Baldwin- and 81points in the verticaldirection.In the first grid, the
Lomax algebraic turbulence model4 was also used to pointswere axially clusteredat the leading edgesuch that
calculate the two wall bounded flows, but since Baldwin- the minimum spacing was 0.24 mm and increased with
Lomax is not intended for free shear layers, it was not downstreamdistancealongthe plate.The secondgrid had
applied to the mixing layer case. uniform axial grid spacing. Both grids were clustered
verticallyat the wall such that the average value of y+ at
Grid Generation and NPARCInputs the first point off the wall was 2; where y+ is defined by
y+ = yu*/v and assuming a skin friction coefficient
Gridsforthe threetestcasesconsideredweregenerated correspondingto0.003andthefreestreamflowconditions.
using a version of the INGRIDinteractivegrid generation Skinfrictionprofiles over theflat plate obtained from
program5which has the capability for grid visualization. NPARC calculations using different axial grid spacings
Grids werepacked to solidwalls using hyperbolictangent are compared with experimental data of Wieghardt6for
stretching. The total number of grid points used and the boththeBaldwin-LomaxandChienk-Eturbulencemodels
grid packing is described in the following sections for as shown in Fig. 2. There is significant discrepancy
eachtestcase.N'PARC-Version2.0wasusedforallofthe between the two k-E solutions: namely, the solution
calculations. Details of the NPARC 2.0 flow solver may obtainedwith theevenly packed grid has a nearlyfiat skin
be found in Ref. 1 and details of the Chien k-e and friction profile. The Baldwin-Lomax solutions showed
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence models may be found in some discrepancy upstream, but the magnitude of the
Refs. 2 to 4. Default values for the NPARC inputs were difference was not as large as for the k-a solutions.
used except for the inputs mentioned specificallyin the The secondgrid parameterexamined for the flatplate
followingdiscussion of the three testcases. The modified was the number of axial grid points. A new grid was
Jameson-style artificial viscosity (IFILTR = 2) and generatedthatwas packed to the no-slipwall with the first
Jameson-style spectral radius term (ISPECT -- 1) were pointoff the wallat y+ = 2 and packed to the leading edge
used for all of the calculations. The 2nd order artificial with theminimumspacing setto 0.24mm. The number of
viscosity coefficient (DIS2) was set to 0.10, although grid points from the leading edge to outflow, however,
increasing this coefficient to 0.25 (the default value) or was doubled from 96 to 192.Figure 3 compares the skin
decreasing it to 0.00 had very little effect on the flow friction profiles obtained with the new grid to the more
solutions, coarse grid (but packed to the leading edge) solution
shownin Fig. 2. These skin friction results show that theDiscussion of Flow Cases
effect of grid density was less significant than when the
grid was packed to the leading edge, particularly for the
(1) Fiat Plate Boundary Layer Chien k-Emodel.
Flow over a flat plate was investigated todetermine Theeffects of gridresolution in the directionnormal
the effects of (1) grid spacingatthe leadingedge of the to the platewas examinednext. Reference7 showed that
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the number of grid points normal to a no-slip boundary turbulent quantities in Fig. 7 and the incorrect boundary
was not as importantas the placementof the In'stpoint off layer characteristicsof Figs. 5 and 6.
the wall. As a result, the location of the firstpoint off the The placement of the first point off the wall had a
wall was varied for grids having 111points in the axial significant effect on the Baldwin-Lomax solutions as
direction by 81 points in the vertical direction.Five grids well. Unlike the Chien k-e calculations, however, a grid
were constructed that had the first point off the wall independentsolutionwas not obtained, even for the grids
locatedat an averagey+ of l , 2, 5, 10,and30. The gridwas having y+= 1or2 atthe first point offthe wall. The skin
packed to the leading edge in the axial direction, as frictioncomparisonofFig. 9showsthat as thenormal grid
described previously, spacing is increased, the skin friction ftrst increases
A comparison of the flow solutions obtained from (y+= 1 to y+ = 2) and then decreases as the fn'stpoint is
these grids is provided in Figs. 4 to 8 for the Chien k-E moved outside the laminar sublayer. The boundary layer
solutions and in Figs. 9 to 13 for the Baldwin-Lomax quantities shown in Figs. 10 and 11 demonstrate a trend
solutions.Examining the k-z solutionsshowsthatnone of oppositethatobservedfor the Chienk-e results: asthe first
the N-PARC calculations match the experimental data pointis moved welloutside the laminar sublayer,theflow
exactly, but the solutions obtained with the y+ = 1 and appears to be much less turbulent than was the case with
y+ = 2 grids produce the same solution and, as the first the k-Esolutions. Figure 12showsthat the peak turbulent
point is moved further away from the no-slip surface, the viscosity is much lower for the y+ = 30 grid than for the
skin friction drops. The boundary layer, displacement, more tightly packed grids using Baldwin-Lomax, while
and momentum thicknesses obtained from the NPARC the trend was the opposite for the k-e calculations. The
calculations are compared to correlationsof Schlichting turbulentviscositiesat the firstpoint off the wall (Fig. 13)
(Ref. 8) inFig. 5. These three measuresof boundarylayer for the y+ = 30 grid solution are much lower than those
growth indicate that only the y+ = 1, y+ = 2, and y+ = 5 obtained for the k-E solution with y+ = 30 grid.
solutions produce adequate boundary layer predictions.
As the first point is placed further away from the wall (2) Adverse PressureGradient Diffuser Flow
(outside the laminar sublayer), the error increases. The
velocity profiles at a position corresponding to In order to investigate an adverse pressure gradient
Rex= 10,000,000in Fig.6 also show that, as the average wall-bounded flow, the Fraser (flow A) case from the
y+ofthefirstpointisincreased, thediscrepancyincreases. AFOSR-IFP-Stanford Conference (1968)]0,xl was
In the Chien model, the damping terms in the calculated with NPARC. In the experiment, a length of
differential equation for _and thealgebraicexpression for 152mm diameter straightpipe preceded a 5° half angle
turbulent viscosity _ require the calculationof y+, which conical diffuser. The core flow velocity at the diffuser
is a function of the waUshear stress. If the ftrst point off entrance was approximately 52 m/s (Mach 0.15).
the wall is not in the laminar sublayer, the velocity Measurementsof velocity profiles and skin friction were
gradient used to calculate the wall shear stress will be made at several locations in the diffuser. The first
inaccurate (since the velocity gradient is constant onlyin measurement station, corresponding to x = 117 mm, is
thelaminar sublayer) andthereforethedampingfunctions slightly upstream of the beginning of the diffusing
will be in error. The profiles of k, _, and _ at section; the last measurement station, corresponding to
Rex= 10,000,000 in Fig. 7 show significantlydifferent x = 642 mm, is just upstream of the exit plane of the
behavior among the solutions obtained with the different diffusing section. A schematic of the diffuser flow is
grids. Avva,Smith, andSinghal9havealsoshownthatlow shown in Fig. 14.
Reynolds number k-e models are very sensitive to the Two differentgridswere usedfor these axisymmetric
placement of the first point away from solid boundaries, calculations.The firsthad 113pointsin the axialdirection
Although y+ = 5 is usually considered to be within the and 71 in the radial direction, while the second had 221
laminar sublayer,theflowconsideredherewithan_ points in the axial direction and 71 in theradial direction.
y+ = 5 had some points near the leading edgeof the plate Based on the results from the fiat plate investigation, the
at a y+ > 5 (because the skin friction is greatest at the grid waspacked to the leadingedge (pipe entrance)and to
• leading edge). The gridswithaveragey+ valuesat thefirst the no-slip surfacesuchthat they+ ofthe first pointoff the
point off the wall of 1 and 2 did not have any local wall wasapproximately I (basedonthe coreflow velocity
y+ values greater than 5, even near the leading edge. at the first measurement station and an assumed skin
, Figure 8 showsthe turbulentviscosity at thefirstpoint off frictioncoefficientof 0.003).The inflowwas specified as
the wall. The y+ = 10 and y+ = 30 cases had turbulent a free boundary and placed 610 mm upstream of the first
viscosities that exceeded the laminar viscosity along the measurement station in an attempt to match the
entire plate, which resulted in the substantially different experimentally measured momentum and displacement
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thicknesses at the beginningof the diffusing section. The this subsonic diffuser case. The objective of this study,
turbulence quantifies were extrapolated at the inflow for however, was not todetermine the best turbulencemodel
the k-_ calculations, forthis particularflow,but insteadtodeterminetheeffects
Theoutflowlocationand outflowboundarycondition of grid resolution for two turbulence models (Baldwin-
were varied to determine their effects on the flow LomaxandChienk-e)thatareusedextensivelytocalculate
calculationsusing theChien k-_turbulencemodeland the flows having characteristics similar to the benchmark
coarse grid (113 points by 71 points). Three outflow cases consideredhere. References 12tol4showthatthese
locationswereexamined: (1)thelastmeasurementstation two turbulence models have difficulty in calculating
(the true diffuser exit plane), (2) 150mm downstreamof adverse pressure gradient flows.
this last station, and (3) 370 mm downstream of the last
station. The latter two outflows were examined because (3) Compressible Turbulent ShearLayer
the flow solution obtained with the exit at the last
measurement station did not conserve mass between the The thirdcase investigated in this study was a two-
outflow grid line and the grid linejust upstream of the dimensionalsupersonic mixing layer. NPARC solutions
outflow. This was believed to be due to the grid being at were obtained for comparisonwith experimental data of
a 5° angle near the diffuser wall. The two cases with the Goebel and Dutton.15-17This flow (Case 2 in Refs. 15
extendedgriddidconserve mass andproduced essentially and 16) had two streams with Mach numbers of 1.91
the same solution. The free boundary (type 0) and mass and 1.36,which are separatedby a splitterplate upstream
flux boundary (type 93) also provided the same flow ofthe mixingsection.A schematicofthe mixing layer test
solution. After this grid and boundary condition section is shown in Fig. 18. A grid resolution study was
investigation with the Chien k-e model was completed, conductedf'n-stfollowed by an investigationof the effects
solutions were obtained with the k-E model for the fine of turbulent inflow boundary conditions. As mentioned
grid and with Baldwin-Lomax for the coarse and fine previously, the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is not
grids. The outflow was placed at 150mm downstreamof intendedfor thecalculationof flowswherefree shearlayer
the last measurement station and the mass flux boundary mixing is the dominant flow characteristic, and therefore
condition was specified, only the Chienk-s modelwas used for these calculations.
Withtheinflowplaced610mmupstreamoftheflrst For the grid sensitivity study, five grids were
measurementstation, theNPARC solutionsobtainedwith constructed that varied the number of axial grid points.
the two turbulence models and two grids matched the Each began200mm upstream of the splitterplate trailing
experimental displacement and momentum thicknesses edge (x = 0 ram)in order to allow sufficientdevelopment
closely at the first measurement station. Also, all of the of the boundary layer matching the boundary layer and
solutions match the experimental skin friction well at the momentumthicknesses measuredin theexperimentat the
first station (Fig. 15).Further downstreaminthediffuser, trailing edge. The mixing sections ended 500 mm
however, the agreement with experimental data is not as downstreamof thetrailing edge. The heightof the mixing
good. The Baldwin-Lomax calculations indicate a section was48 mm. In the verticaldirection, the gridshad
separation approximately half way down the diffuser 131points and were packed to the no-slip surfaces of the
whiletheChienk-Ecalculationsremainedattached.There splitter plate with an average y+ of 1. In the axial
was no separation in the experiment. Velocity profiles at (streamwise)direction, thegridswere packedattheinflow
four locationsinthe diffuserareshowninFig. 16.Although of the twostreams and toupstream and downstreamof the
the velocity profiles also exhibit increased discrepancies splitterplatetrailingedge.The fivegridshad thefollowing
withexperimentaldata furtherdownstreaminthe diffuser, numberof gridpointsin theaxialdirection:(1)51 upstream
the Baldwin-Lomax profiles obtained with the two grids of the splitter plate trailing edge, 190 downstream in
are very similar as are the k-E profiles. The skin friction the mixing region, (2) 91 upstream and 96 downstream,
comparison, however, shows greater difference between (3)91 upstreamand 190downstream,(4) 91upstream and
solutionsobtained with the twogrids,particularlywiththe 380 downstream, (5) 91 upstream and 570 downstream.
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model solutions near The turbulent quantities were extrapolated at the inflow
separation.The turbulent viscosity profiles at the firstand for all five of these calculations. Results from grids 1 ,
last measurement stations in Fig. 17 show little variation and 3 were compared to determine the effects of grid
with griddensity, density upstreamof the mixing region and grids 2 to 5
Fromthecomparisonsof thesolutionstoexperimental were comparedto determinethe effects of gridresolution
data, it may be concluded that theskin frictioncoefficient in the mixingregion.As willbe discussed in the following
ismuchmore sensitivethanvelocityandturbulentviscosity section, thenumberof gridpoints in themixing region was
profiles to griddensity. Overall, the NPARC calculations increaseduntil a grid independentsolution was obtained.
provide only fairagreement with theexperimentaldata for
4
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All ofthecalculationswereabletomatchtheboundary layer and momentum thicknesses nearly matching those
layer and displacement thicknesses at the splitter plate found in the experiment, (5) inflow placed at -200 mm
trailing edge to within 10percent of the valuesmeasured (same as for the fourth case) but with the turbulence
, in the experiment. The mixing layer growths obtained intensity set to 1.5 percent of the inflow velocities
from the NPARC calculations are compared to (approximatelyequal to the average intensities measured
experimental data inFig. 19,while velocityandturbulent in the experimentat the splitter exit plane) and turbulent
viscosityprofilesattwolocationsinthemixingregionare viscosity set to 500 times the laminar viscosity. This
shown in Figs. 20 and 21, respectively.The mixing layer turbulent viscosity was obtained by using the height of
thickness was definedat each axial station as the distance each flow's passage at the splitter plate trailing edge to
from the location where the local velocityis greater than calculate the characteristic turbulent length scale.
U2 by 10 percent of (U] - U2) to the location where the Acomparisonofthemixinglayerthicknessesobtained
local velocityis less than Ul by 10percentof(U1-U2).The from these five calculations is provided inFig. 23. Unlike
three grids having 190or fewergrid points in the mixing the grid sensitivity investigation, the mixing layer
region did not demonstrate the nonlinear mixing layer thicknesses seem to be stronglydependent on the inflow
growth shown by the gridshaving 380 or 570points. The conditions.Figure23 showsthat thetwosolutionsobtained
smilepressurecontoursfor thehighestdensitygridsolution for calculationsbeginning200mm upstreamofthe trailing
(Fig. 22) show that a series of obliqueshock waves was edge provide substantially more mixing than those
foundin the mixingregion,whichwas alsoobservedin the produced by the three solutions obtained with smaller or
experiment.It isthese obliquewavesthat causethemixing no boundary layers. The effect of specifying freestream
layer thicknesspatternobservedfor thesolutionsobtained turbulence, however,does not seem to be as important as
withgridshaving380and570pointsinthemixingregion, the state of the wall boundary layers (and turbulence
The comparison among the solutionsfor the velocity generatedby the wall boundary layers) that grow into the
profiles in Fig. 20 and turbulent viscosity profiles in mixing layer. Comparisons of the velocity profiles and
Fig. 21 show very little grid sensitivity. The average turbulent viscosities at 100mm and 450 mm downstream
mixing layer thickness also is very similar among the of the splitterplate trailingedge are provided in Figs. 24
solutions,despitetheinabilityofthelowerdensitygridsto and 25, respectively. As the thicknesses of the wall
capture the nonlinear mixing layer growth. It may be boundarylayers increase, the peak turbulent viscosity in
concluded that the differences noted amongthe solutions the region of highest flow gradients increases, which
were notcaused by turbulence modeleffects, but instead results in a higher mixing rate. In Fig. 25(a), it may be
by the shock wave capturing capability of the NPARC observed that the high freestream turbulence does not
code (the continuity, momentum, and energy equations increase the turbulence in the vicinity of the highest flow
arediseretizedusing centraldifferencing)withthe varying gradients.
grid resolution in the mixing region. Static pressure Although the effects of inflow conditions are
contours shown in Fig. 22 for the solution obtained with discernible from these results, an additional mixing layer
570 points in the mixing section showthereflected shock phenomenon not considered here should be investigated
- pattern. If the objective of acalculation is todeterminethe in thefuture: Reference 18mentions that the development
overall mixing rate, either one of the two coarse grids region of a mixing layerdemonstratesan overshoot in the
(96 and 191 points in the mixing region) appears to be mixing rate which eventually approaches an asymptotic
sufficient, spreading rate. The k-E turbulence model does not
A second set of calculations was obtained for this reproducethe overshoot in initial mixing that is observed
case; the same grid was used for all calculationsbut the in experiment.According toRef. 18,this is a result of the
inflow conditions and locations were variedtodetermine high dissipationrate of the upstream boundary layer.The
effects on mixing. Fivesolutions were obtainedusing the high-speed nozzle mixing flows investigated in Ref. 19
grid with 91 points upstream of the splitter trailing edge with the PARC code (predecessor to NPARC) and the
and 190 downstream: (1) entire grid was used but the Chien k-emodel demonstrated substantiallylower initial
no-slip boundary conditions applied to the splitter walls mixing rates relative to experimental data. This may be
• were changed to slip-wall boundaries, (2) inflow was due to both the failure of the k-_ model to provide the
moved up to the trailing edge of the splitter plate with overshoot region of mixing and the inaccurately modeled
uniform inflows at the trailing edge obtained from area- boundarylayers.Theresultsobtained fortheplanarmixing
° averaging the solutions from the first case, (3) inflow layerexaminedin this workonlydeterminedthe effectsof
placed at one-half the original distance (inflow = -100 the flow developing into the shear layer. Continued work
mm)todetermine ifsmaller boundarylayers wouldaffect to extend the k-_ model's capability to more accurately
the mixing process, (4) baselinecase from the first set of predict the overshoot region will enable more accurate
calculations (inflow = -200 mm) used with boundary mixing layercalculations.
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Fig. 2. Skin friction coefficient comparison Fig. 3. Skin friction coefficient comparison
for axial grid packing variations, for axial grid density variations.
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Fig. 4. Skin friction coefficient comparison for k-g solutions.
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Fig. 5. Boundary layer quantities for the k-E solutions.
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Fig. 6. Velocity profiles at Rex= 10,000,000 for k-_ solutions.
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Fig. 7. Comparisonof turbulent quantitiesfor the k-Esolutions.
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Fig. 8. Turbulent viscosity at the first point off the wall.
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Fig. 9. Skin friction comparison for Baldwin-Lomax solutions.
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Fig. 10. Boundary layer quantities for the Baldwin.Lomax solutions.
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Fig. 11. Velocityprof'desat Re = 10,000,000for Baldwin-Lomaxsolutions.
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Fig. 12. Turbulent viscosity comparisonfor Fig. 13. Turbulentviscosity at the first point off
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Fig. 14. Schematicof axisymmetricdiffuser.
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Fig. 15. Skin friction coefficient comparison for the diffuser flow.
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Fig. 16. Velocity profdes for the axisymmetricdiffuser flow.
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Fig. 17. Turbulentviscosity comparisonfor the axisymmetricdiffuser flow.
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Fig. 18. Schematic of the planar mixing layer test case.
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Fig. 19. Mixing layer growth for axial grid variations.
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Fig. 20. Velocity prof'des for axial grid variations, mixing layer test case.
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Fig. 21. Turbulent_qscosityprofdes for _al grid variations, _ing layer test case.
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Fig. 22. Static pressure contours using 570 grid points in the mixing region.
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Fig. 23. Mixing layer growth for inflow boundary condition variations, mixing layer test case.
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Fig. 24. Velocityprofiles for inflow boundary condition variations, mixing layer test case.
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Fig. 25. Turbulent viscosity prof'des for inflow boundary condition variations, mixing layer test case.
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